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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to study when either all or some initial con-
ditions generate tv-periodic solutions of first-order system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations on a half-line. It is assumed, that the matrix of coeffi-
cients is an u>-periodic Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure, while the free-term is 
an u>-periodic and locally integrable function. 
Key words : Ordinary differential equations, Cauchy problem, pe-
riodic solutions, equations with impulses. 
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1 Preliminaries 
Let to E M be given. Throughout the paper the symbol I?Vioc[*o, oo) stands 
for the space of right-continuous functions of locally bounded variation on the 
interval [to, oo). If A(t) is an n x n-matrix valued function defined on [to, oo) and 
such that all its elements belong to BVioc[io,oo), we write A € Z?Vjoc[ro?oo), 
as well. For a given function A E -9Vioc[tfo, oo) and t E B, we denote 
A(t~) := lim A(r) and A~A(t) := A(t) - A(t-). 
T-+t-~ 
Furthermore, for a given function A 6 BVioc[t0j oo), we denote by S(A) the set 
of its break points: 
S(A) = {t E [to, oo) : A~A(t) ?- 0}. 
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It is well-known that for any A E BV\oc[t0, oo). the set S(A) is at most count­
able. The break points of A will be denoted in such a way that 
S(A) = {sk}km) where either M = N or M = { l ,2, . . .,vA) C N 
and N stands, as usual, for the set of all natural numbers. 
Moreover, for a given function A E BVioc\t0)oo)\ we denote by A the cor­
responding Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure generated by A (A = A' = d.4). The 
set S(A) of break points of the function A is called the set of atomic points of 
A, as well. 
Let us consider the following initial value (Cauchy) problems: 
i = A(.)x + f(t), t>t0, x(t0) = x0 (1.1) 
and the corresponding homogeneous problem 
x = A(.)x} t>t0j x(t0)zzzx0i (1.2) 
where x(t), x0 and f(t) E M
n, the elements of the n x n-matrix A are measures 
(A = A'} where A E BVloc[t0, oo)) and / E -&Joc[*o, oo). 
By the solution of the equation (1.1) we understand a function 
x E W l o c [ t 0 , o o ) 
which satisfies the integral equation 
x(t) =x0+ J dA(s)x(s) + I f(s)ds> t > t0. (1.3) 
Jto Jto 
Throughout the paper the symbol fc dA(s)h(s) stands for the Lebesgue-
Stieltjes integral over the interval (c,d], i.e. 
[ ăЛ(s)h{s) = [ åЛ{s)h(s). 
Jc J(c,d] 
According to the Lebesgue Decomposition Theorem, the function A may be 
expressed in the form 
A(t) = A(t)+J^CkH(t-tk) for t>t0} 
keM 
where A E W l o c [ * 0 , o o ) D C[t0, oo) (i.e. A E ^ ^ o c [ ^ 0 , o o ) is continuous on 
[*o,oo)), Ck are n x n real matrices and H is the right-continuous Heaviside 
function, i.e. 
f 0 for t<0, 
"y) \l for r > 0 . 
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The function A is said to be the continuous part of .4 and 
Y,CkH(t~sk) 
keM 
is its break part. Let us notice that Ck = A~A(sk) for k £ M. 
Analogously, if we denote by A the matrix of measures A = A', then A is 
called a continuous part of A, while 
22CkSsk 
keM 
(where SSk stands for the Dirac's delta measure concentrated at / = sk) is the 
break part of A. 
Throughout the paper the following assumptions will be kept: 
(Hi) The set S(A) = {sk}k£M of atomic points of A is ordered in such a way 
that 
tQ < si < ... < sk < $k+x < • • • < oo . 
holds for any k £ M such that k + 1 £ M and the unique accumulation 
point of S(A) may be oo. 
(H2) det[E — Ck] 7-- 0 for all k £ M, where E stands for the unit matrix. 
Under the hypotheses (Hi) and (H2) the Cauchy problem (1.1) has for any 
xQ £ W
1 a unique solution x £ BViQC[tQ, 00) on [to, 00) and the Cauchy formula 
holds: 
x(t) = Q(t)x0 + $(t) f ^
1(s)f(s)ds, t £ [ f 0 . o o ) , (1.4) 
where $ £ BV\oc[tQ,oo) denotes the fundamental matrix of the system (1.2) 
normed at r0, i.e. $( t 0 ) = E. 
Let us notice that if the entries of the matrix A are continuous on [tQ,oo) 
(A is the matrix of continuous measures), then M = 0 and the conditions (Hi) 
and (H2) are satisfied always. 
Let us denote by $ the fundamental matrix solution of the auxiliary equation 
x = A(.)x (1.5) 
such that $(tQ) = E. Then for any xQ £ R
n the unique solution x £ HVj0c^
0' °°) 
of the equation (1.5) on [tQ, 00) such that x(tQ) = xQ is given by 
x(t) = Q(t)x0 for * > t0 . (1.6) 
Let us denote 
so = *o, *k = xisk) and A*; = A~x(sk) for k £ M. 
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Then the relations 
Ak = Ckxk) keM (1.7) 
and 
[E - Ck]xk = x(sk-) = 9{8k)Q-
1(8k-1)zk-U k£M (1.8) 
are true. Hence, under the assumptions (II2) we have 
xk = [E- C * ] -
1 * ^ ) * - 1 ^ . ! ) * * . ! , k € M (1.9) 
and 
A* = Ck[E - Ck]"
l^(sk)^-
l(sk^)xk^u keM. (1.10) 
In every interval [s/t-i, s/c) the solution x of the equation (1.2) is a continuous 
function which may be written in the form 
x(t) = ̂ (t)9'
l{8k^)xk^u t e [sk-usk) (1.11) 
or, with respect to (1.9), 
k-i 
^W - ^ W I I ( ^ ' ^ - i ) ^ - ^ - i l " 1 ^ (^- i ) ) ^0, *G [**-!,**). (1.12) 
i=i 
The solution of the homogeneous initial value problem (1.2) may be written 
as follows 
x(t) = ${t)$-l(to)x0 + £ $(t)$-
l(sk)AkH(t - 50, 
/cGM 
as well. If we expressed all Ak as functions of XQ (making use of the relations 
(1.10)), we could obtain an explicit formula for the fundamental matrix <£. 
To summarize, the solution x of the initial value problem (1.1) is a piecewise-
continuous function of locally bounded variation which depends continuously on 
the initial data XQ. . . . , ' . " ' 
For details and proofs—see [1], [2]. ' 
In the following sections the problem of the existence of periodic solutions 
of the Cauchy problems (1.1) or (1.2) with periodic measures as coefficients is 
considered. Let us start with the definition of the periodic measure. 
Definition 1.1 Let u > 0. An n x n-matrix A = A! of measures is said to be 
uj-periodic (on [<o,oo)) if the relation 
pd pd+uj 
j dЛ(s) = / dЛ(s) 
Jc Jc+ы 
holds for any couple c,d £ [to, 00), c < d. The smallest number to > 0 with this 
property is called the period of the measure A. The matrix of measures is said 
to be dj-periodic on [i0,co) if all its entries are cj-periodic measures. 
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Remark 1.2 In particular, if A G Wi o c [ r 0 , oo), then A = A' is ^-periodic if 
and only if 
A(t + UJ) — A(t) = const, on [io,oo). 
The following two lemmas give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
o;-periodicity of the matrix of measures. We shall give here only the proof of 
the latter one concerning the case that the break part of A is non-zero. Its 
modification to the continuous case is obvious. 
Lemma 1.3 Let A = A' be a matrix of continuous measures. Then A is UJ-
periodic on [to, oo) if and only if there exist an nx n-matrix Ao, an nx n-matrix 
valued function B G BVioc[to, oo) which is uj-periodic on [to, oo) and continuous 
on [to,oo) such that 
A(t) = -Aot + B(t) on [to, oo). 
U) 
Lemma 1.4 Let A — A! be a matrix of measures which satisfies the hypotheses 
(Hi) and (Hi) and let 
S(A) = {sk}km + 0-
Then A is UJ-periodic on [t0, oo) if and only if M = N and there exist an n xn-
matrixAo, an nx n-matrix valued function B G BV\0(^to, oo) which isuj-periodic 
on [io,oo) and continuous on [to,oo) and a natural number jo such that the 
following relations are true 
1 - °° 
A(t) = -A0t + B(t) + J] CkH(t - 8k), t E [t0, oo) (1.13) 
k=l 
and 
sk+jo = sk and Ck+jo = Ck for all k G N. (1.14) 
Proof By Definition 1.1 the given measure A = A! is cj-periodic if and only if 
there is an n x n-matrix .4o such that the relation 
A(t + UJ) - A(t) = At 
holds for any t G [to, oo). Let us put 
B(t) := A(t) - -Aot for t G [to, oo). 
UJ 
It is easy to verify that B is cj-periodic on [i0,oo). Consequently, the relations 
B(t + UJ-) = B(t-) and A~.4(* + UJ) = A~B(t + w ) = A-#(z) = A~A(t) 
are true for any t G [to, oo) and a given point t G [̂ o, oo) is an atomic point of 
the measure A if and only if any point t + kw, k G N, is an atomic point of A, 
i.e. 
t<ES(A) if and only if {t + ku}^=1 C S(A). 
Since by (Hi) for any c G [to, oo) the interval [c, C + UJ) may contain at most a fi-
nite number, say jfo, of atomic points of .A, the proof of the remaining assertions 
of the lemma follows immediately. • 
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Definition 1.5 The solution x of the Cauchy problem (1.1) is said;4>o be 
u)-periodic if *: / -
x(t + LU) = x(t) for every t G [̂ o, oo). 
An u/-periodic solution x of (1.1) is said to be non-trivial if it is x ^ 0 on [2o, oo). 
2 Periodic solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.2) 
for the homogeneous system 
Assume now that A is the matrix of l-j-periodic measures which satisfies the 
hypotheses (Hi) and (H2). By Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that the continuous 
part A of A is generated by the function A of the form 
A{t) = -A0t + B(t), 
UJ 
where Ao is a constant n x n-matrix and B(t) € I?Vioc[£0, 00) is an n x n-matrix 
valued function continuous and cj-periodic on [to, 00). Furthermore, we have 
either A = A (and then M = 0) or M = N and there is a j 0 £ N such that 
the relations (1.14) are true. Let $ and <l> be the fundamental matrices of the 
systems (1.2) and (1.5), respectively. Let 3>(io) = E and $( t 0 ) = E. 
Our aim is to find conditions on A, <£, Ck (k £ M) and &Q*£ Mn under which 
either all or some solutions of the problem (1.2) are u;-periodic According to 
Remark 2 it is sufficient to consider the problem of the existence of a solution 
x to the boundary value problem (1.2), (15). 
L e m m a 2.1 Let A be a matrix of UJ-periodic measures and such that the hy-
potheses (H\) and (H2) are satisfied. Then the fundamental matrix $ Of the 
system (1.2) satisfies the following relations 
$(t + kuj) = $ ( i )$ ( i 0 + *w), for all t>t0 and ke N. (2.1) 
Proof For a given xo G i " , let us define 
y(t) = $(t + u)xo on [tq, 00). 
Since the fundamental matrix <£ fulfils the relation 
*(*) = $(s) + f d 4 ( r ) * ( r ) , t, s G [t0, oo), t > s, 
we have for any t > to 
ft pt pt-\-U) 
I dA(s)y(s)= <LA(s)$(s + u)x0 = / dA(s - u)$(s)x0 
J to J.to J to-j-LU 
rt+u> 
= / dA(s)$(s)x0 = $(t + u)xo-$(to+u)xo = y{t) -y(to)-
Jt0+UJ 
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It means that y(t) is a solution of the equation 
x = A(.)x 
on [to, oo) and as det $(t + LU) ^-Oon [to, oo), $( t + u>) is a fundamental matrix 
of (1.2), as well. Hence there exists a non-singular matrix D such that 
<f>(t +UJ) = <3>(t)D on [r0, oo) . 
Putting t = to we obtain 
9(t0+u) = D. 
and 
$( t + w) = *(t)*(*o + w) for all t > t0. 
Analogously we could show that the relations (2.1) are true for k > 1, as well. 
• 
Lemma 2.1 enables us to show that the problem of the existence of an UJ-
periodic solution to (1.2) is equivalent with the problem of the existence of a 
solution to the boundary value problem (1.2), 
x(t0+uj) = x(to). (2.2) 
Obviously, a function x £ BVioc[to,oo) is a solution to (1.2), (2.2) if and only if 
x(t) = $(t)x0 on [t0, oo) (2.3) 
and 
[E-<f>(to+u)]xo = 0. (2.4) 
Proposit ion 2.2 Let A be a matrix of UJ-periodic measures and let the hypothe-
ses (Hi) and (H2) be satisfied. For a given â o G l n , the corresponding solution 
x of the Cauchy problem (L2) is oj-periodic if and only if xo satisfies the linear 
algebraic system (2.4)-
Proof Let a XQ £ W1 be given. The corresponding solution (2.3) of the Cauchy 
problem (1.2) is u/-periodic if and only if 
<&(t)xo - $(t + u)xo = 0 
or equivalently (cf. (2.1)) 
* ( < ) [ £ - * ( i o + w)]aro = 0 
holds for any t > t0 . Since det(<l>(t)) ^ 0 holds for any t £ [to, 00), it follows 
that x is w-periodic if and only if xo solves the linear algebraic system (2.4). • 
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Corollary 2.3 Let the assumptions of Proposition 2.2 be satisfied. 
0) U 
®(to+uj) =E, 
then for any XQ G Mn the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem 
(1.2) is UJ-periodic. 
(H) V 
det[E - $(t0 + uj] ^ 0 , 
then the Cauchy problem (L2) possesses no non-trivial UJ-periodic solu-
tion. 
In particular, in the case that A is a matrix of continuous and u;-periodic 
measures (i.e. A = A, $ = $ and M = 0) we have the following 
Theorem 2.4 Let A be a matrix of continuous and UJ-periodic measures. Then 
for any XQ G Mn such that 
[E-$(to+uj)]xo = 0 
the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem (1.2) is u-periodic. 
Corollary 2.5 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 be satisfied. 
0) If 
$(t0+uj) = £*, 
then for any XQ G Mn the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem 
(1.2) is UJ-periodic. 
(it) If 
det[E- $(to+uj)] ^ 0 , 
then the problem (1.2) possesses non-trivial LU-periodic solutions. 
Now, let us consider the case that A is not continuous on [to, oo). In partic-
ular, we have by Lemma 1.4 
M = N and S(A) n[t0,t0 +UJ] = {*ij*2,... ,sjo}. 
We shall start with the case that jo = 1, i.e. the interval (to,to + UJ] contains 
exactly one atomic point s\ of A. 
In this case we have by Lemma 1.4 (cf. (1.14)) 
Sk+i = si + kuj and Ck = C\ for all k G N (2.5) 
and the hypothesis (H2) reduces to 
det[J5 - Ci] ± 0. 
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Furthermore, for a given x0 E 3R
n, the corresponding solution x of the problem 
(1.2) is w-periodic if and only if x(t0 + UJ) = x0 (cf. Remark 2). If s\ =t0 + LJ, 
then by (1.9) we have 
x(t0 + u>) = n = [E - C i ] -
1 * ^ ! ) * - 1 ^ ) - ^ = lE ~ Ci]^(t0 + w)ar0. 
It follows that x0 has to verify the relation 
\E - [E - Ci]"1 $( t 0 + w)] *o = 0. 
If 5i < io + w , then by (1.9) and (1.12) we obtain 
x(t0+uj) = ^ ( f o + u ; ) ^ " "
1 ^ ! ) ^ ! 
= $(1 . 0+o;)$~
1 ( 5 l ) [J?-C i ]~
1$( ;5 1 )$-
1 ( /o)xo 
= * (*o+w)*" 1 (* i ) [ -5 -Ci ] - 1 *(« i )a r 0 . 
Consequently, if si < to + CJ, then for a given #o E Mn, the corresponding 
solution x of the Cauchy problem (1.2) is ^-periodic if and only if x0 verifies 
the algebraic system 
[E - 9{t0 + u)®-
1^) [E - dYl *(*i)] xo = 0. 
The following assertions summarize the above observations concerning the 
case j 0 = 1. 
Theorem 2.6 Le£ A be a matrix of UJ-per iodic measures, let the hypotheses 
(Hi) and (Hi) be satisfied and lett0+uj be the only atomic point of A contained 
in the interval \t0)t0 + u]. Then for any x0 6 M
n such that 
[ ^ ~ [ F - C 1 ] -
1 $ ( t 0 + -^)] *o = 0 
the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem (1.2) is uj-periodic. 
Corollary 2.7 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 be satisfied. 
(i) If 
9(to+u) = E-Ci, (2.6) 
then for every xo 6 Mn the corresponding solution x of the problem (1.2) 
is ui-periodic. 
(ii) If 
det [E-[E- d]-1 $ ( t 0 + «)] ^ 0, 
then the problem (1.2) possesses non-trivial u-periodic solutions. 
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Theorem 2.8 Let A be a matrix of UJ-periodic measures, let the hypotheses 
(H\) and (H^) be satisfied and let si G (to,to + <*>) be the only atomic point of 
A in [to, to + w]. Tnen for any #0 G Mn such £ba£ 
[ # - $(r0 + w ) * "
1 ^ ! ) [-S ~ C1]- 1 *(*i)] xQ = 0 
the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem (1.2) is u-periodic. 
Corollary 2.9 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.8 be satisfied. 
w if 
$(<o + w) = *{»i)[E ~ C i ] * - 1 ^ ! ) , . (2.7) 
then for every xo G M" ihe corresponding solution x of the problem (1.2) 
is ^-periodic. 
det [E - $(t0 + u)$~
l{*i) \E- Q r 1 *(*i)] # 0, 
then the problem (1.2) possesses non-trivial u-periodic solutions. 
R e m a r k 2.10 From (2.6) and (2.5) we have 
det[E - Ck] = det $( t 0 + u) ^ 0 for all k G N. 
Analogously, from (2.7) and (2.5) we obtain 
det[E-Ck] = det [$(s i )$( i 0 + C J ) $ "
1 ( 5 I ) ] / 0 for all k £ N. 
Thus, in the cases considered in Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 the hypothesis (H2) is 
under the assumptions (2.6) or (2.7) always satisfied. 
Now, let us assume that jq > 2. Let us notice that according to Lemma 1.4 
(cf. (V14)) in this case the hypothesis (H2) reduces to 
det[E-Cj]^0 foYJ = l,2,...J0. (2-8) 
Similarly as in the case j 0 = 1, we shall consider two subcases: 
SJ0 = 1o + w and SjQ < t0 + u. 
The next theorem concerns the former subcase. 
Theorem 2.11 Let A be a matrix of u)-periodic measures, let the hypotheses 
(H\) and (H%) be satisfied and let 
S{A) n [1o,*o + w] = { s i , 5 2 , . . . , s J o } , 
where jo > 2 and Sj0 = 1o + w. Then for any Xo G M
n such that 
r i o ~ 1 / \ 1 
E-[E-CjoT
l%{to + u) J ] , ( * " 1 ( * i o - i ) [ ^ - C J o - i ] "
1 * ( « i o . i ) ) ^o = 0 
£/ie corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem (1.2) is u)-periodic. 
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Proof In this case we have by (V12) 
i o - i 
x(to + uj) = [E-Cjo}-
1$(to + u>) J | (^-l(sJQ^)[E -Cj^j]-
1^^)) xo. 
i = i 
Thus, for a given x0 £ l
n , the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem 
(1.2) is w-periodic if and only if 
\[E - C^T1 * ( t 0 + W) ft (*"H»io- i ) [E " C ^ - i F
1 * (« ia - i ) ) l«0 = *0, 
L i = i J 
wherefrom the proof immediately follows. D 
Corollary 2.12 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.11 be satisfied. 
(i) V 
J o - l 
$(to + u,) = [E-Cjo] n (^^[E-C^isj)) , (2.9) 
3=1 
then for every xo € Mn the corresponding solution x of the problem (1.2) 
is u>-periodic. 
(n) If 
de^E-lE-C^-'^to + uj) J ] ( $ - H s i o _ j ) [ E ~ C i o _ i r
1 $ ( 5 j o ^ 
1 i = i J 
then the problem (L2) possesses non-trivial w-periodic solution. 
In the latter subcase s i o < t0
: + u we have by (1.9) and (1.12) 
i o - i 
X(*0 + W)=$(*0+W) I ] ( ^ " H ^ o - i i ^ - C i o - i r ' ^ i o - i ) ) ^ . 
i = i 
This enables us to complete the proof of the following assertion by an argument 
analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.11 
Theorem 2.13 Let A be a matrix of u-periodic measures, let the hypotheses 
(Hi) and (H<i) be satisfied and let 
S(A)n[to,t0 + u] = {s1}s2,...,sjo}, 
where jo > 2 and SjQ <to +u. Then for any xo E M
n such that 
\E - $(t0 +'u) J! (»-
l(ii„li) [E - Cio-j}-
1 *(«io-i))]*o = 0, 
L
 i = o
 J 
the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem (L2) is to-periodic. 
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Corollary 2 .14 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.13 be satisfied. 
(i) If 
*(<o + « ) = ft ( * ^ ( * i ) [E-CjWsj)) , (2.10) 
i=i 
then for every xo G Mn tTie corresponding solution x of the problem (1.2) 
is UJ -periodic. 
(«) u 
io - i 
det J5-*(«o+w) J ] (•-1(«i.-i)[^-Cio.j:r
1*(«io-i)) 
tJzen £he problem (1.2) possesses non-trivial u-periodic solution. 
# 0 , 
Remark 2.15 Obviously, both (2.9) and (2.10) imply that the condition (2.8) 
and hence also (H2) are satisfied. 
Remark 2.16 It is known that if n = 2 and all the solutions x of the Cauchy 
problems for autonomous system of ordinary differential equations 
x = Ax} x^^xoeM
2 (2.11) 
are w-periodic, then the trajectories 
% := {*(*):*€ [to,00)} CM2 
of the solutions x of Cauchy problems (2.11) are Jordan curves and for any 
solution x the steady state x = 0 £ M2 belongs to the interior lnt(Tx) of its tra-
jectory. For systems with measures as coefficients the situation is quite different. 
To illustrate it, let us consider the system 
00 
z=[A* + Cj28ku]xt t > 0 , (2.12) 
*=i 
where i0 = 0, A0 is a constant non-singular n x n-matrix, C is a constant 
non-zero n x n-matrix such that det[E — C] 7-- 0. Obviously, the coefficient 
matrix 
00 
A = A!} A(t) = A0t + cY^H(
t~ M for x > 0 
fc=i 
of the system (2.12) fulfils the assumptions (Hi) and (H2). Furthermore, A is 
cj-periodic and t = w is its only atomic point contained in the interval [0,u>]. The 
auxiliary problem (1.5) reduces in this case to the ordinary linear differential 
system with constant coefficients ; 
x = A0x. (213) 
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Since <&(t) = exp(AQt) on ffi, we have 
*u\ - / exp(Aot) for t E [0,w), 
* W ~ \ [# ~ C]~l exp(ALo^) for t = w. 
Obviously, in virtue of the jump of the solutions at t = w the trajectories of the 
system (2.12) need not be in general Jordan curves. However, if we complete 
the trajectories by projection of the jump vector, we obtain some closed curves 
Tx which we can call the generalized trajectories and a general question arises 
whether any assertions analogous to those above mentioned may be obtained 
for generalized trajectories of the system (2.12). 
Let us assume that the matrix AQ is such that all the solutions x of the 
auxiliary system (2.13) are T-periodic, where 0 < u < T. Furthermore, let AQ 
be such that exp(AoCj) ^ E and let us put 
C = F-exp(A0^). 
Then C ^ 0 and by Corollary 2.5 for an arbitrary XQ E M2 the corresponding 
solution of the Cauchy problem (2.12), x(0) = XQ, is ^-periodic and its gener-
alized trajectory Tx is a Jordan curve. Let XQ E M
2 be given and let x and x 
be the corresponding solutions of the Cauchy problems (2A2), x(0) = XQ, and 
(2A3), x(0) = XQ, respectively. Let us notice that then x(t) == x(t) on [0,o;), 
x(u—) = x(w) and x(u) = [E — C]~lx(u)). It could be shown that 3 possibilities 
may occur dependently on the position of the set 
S. :={*(«) :<G[0,w]} 
with respect to the plane 7r passing through the initial state XQ and the time 
axis in M3 
0 e Int(7i) , if there is t* < u such that x(t*) E 7T, 
0 G T „ "if£(w)G7r, (2.14) 
OEExt(Tx), i f S x n 7 r = 0. 
On the other hand, the above construction of a system (2A2) with the prop-
erty that all its solutions are u/-periodic can be also applied in the case that 
the matrix AQ is arbitrary such that exp(AQUj) ^ E and there is no reason to 
expect that all the generalized trajectories of (2.12) will be Jordan curves in 
such a general case. For example, if AQ = E, then the generalized trajectories 
of (2.12) reduce to segments with the end points XQ and exp(Eu)xQ. Moreover, 
even if all the generalized trajectories of (2.12) are Jordan curves (this happens 
e.g. if AQ = diag[A,/i], 0 < A < /i), any analogue of (2.14) need not be true in 
general. 
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3 Periodic solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.1) 
for the nonhomogeneous system 
This section is devoted to the problem of the existence of periodic solution to the 
non-homogeneous system (1.1) with o;-periodic matrix of measures A and with 
^-periodic function / E Lioc[£o,oo) (i.e. f(t + UJ) = f(t) for a.e. t G [t0,oo)). 
Analogously as for the homogeneous problem (cf. Proposition 2.2) we shall 
use Lemma 2.1 to show that the problem of determining an u>-periodic solution 
of (1.1) is equivalent to the problem of determining a solution to the boundary 
value problem (1.1), (2.2). 
Proposit ion 3.1 Let A be a matrix of UJ-periodic measures and let the hypothe-
ses (H\) and (Hi) be satisfied and let f E F;oc[io, oo) be u-periodic. Then, for 
a given Xo E 3Rn. the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem (LI) is 
Lu-periodic if and only if Xo satisfies the linear algebraic system 
[E-$(t0+u;)}xo = $(to+uj) f° ^~
1(s)f(s)ds. (3.1) 
Jt0 
P r o o f A function £ E BVjoc[to,oo) is an w-periodic solution to (1.1) if and 
only if it is given on [1o,oo) by (1.4) and 
x(t + UJ) = x(t) for a l H e [*0,oo). (3.2) 
Inserting the variation-of-constants formula (1.4) into (3.2) we obtain that this 
happens if and only if the relation 
xQ+ ^
1(s)f(s)ds) 
^$(t)(x0 + I $~
l(s)f(s)ds\ f o r a lUG[r 0 , oo ) (3.3) 
is true. Making use of the relations (2.1) from Lemma 2.1 and of the non-
singularity of the matrices $(t) for all t E [*o, oo) we can reduce (3.3) to 
* ( t o + a O ( * o + jfH W^- 1(s) f (s)ds S j 
= x0 + / ^~




[E - $(*0 + w)]ar0 = *(<0 + w) / $ -
1 ( s ) / ( s ) d s -
J to 
- f * _ 1 (« ) / ( « )d s for all t e [<o,oo). (3.4) 
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The right-hand side r(t) of (3.4) is obviously a function which is for any T > to 
absolutely continuous on [to,T]. Furthermore, since by (2.1) we have 
<f>~l(t + uj) = <$>~1(t0 + uj)$-
1(t) for all i G [*o,oo), 
it is 
Thus 
Ңt) = Ф(ť0 + w)Ф~Ҷť + u)f(t + u) - Ф"Ҷí)/(ť) 
Ф~Ҷť)(/(t+ « ) - ' / ( * ) ) = 0 a.e. on[ť 0 ,oo). 
r(*) = r(* 0) = *(*o + w) / »-
1 («)/(*)d« on[r 0 ,oo) 
and this completes the proof of this proposition. • 
Remark 3.2 Obviously, for a given xo G l n , the corresponding solution (1.4) 
of the Cauchy problem (1.1) satisfies the boundary conditions (2.2) if and only 
if the initial data XQ solves the system (3.1). 
Corollary 3.3 Let the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 be satisfied and let 
det[E - $(t0 + UJ)] 7--O (3.5) 
be true. Then for any uj-periodic free term f G L/oc[zo, co) there exists xo G M
n 
such that the corresponding solution x of the Cauchy problem (1.1) is UJ-periodic. 
Remark 3.4 Let us notice that according to Corollary 2.3 the condition (3.5) is 
satisfied if and only if the corresponding homogeneous problem (1.2) possesses no 
non-trivial l-j-periodic solutions. In particular, the given equation x = A(.)x + f 
possesses an cj-periodic solution for any u;-periodic free term / G L\oc[to,oo) if 
the assumptions of one of the assertions (ii) from Corollaries 2.5, 2.7, 2.9, 2.12 
or 2.14 are satisfied. 
Assume now that all the solutions of the homogeneous problem (1.2) are 
o;-periodic, i.e. that the relation 
$(t0+u>) = E (3.6) 
is true (cf. Corollary 2.3). Then, since the matrix <£(z) is non-singular for any 
t G [zo,oo), the system (3.1) reduces to 
^~1(s)f{s)ds = 0. (3.7) / 
Jt( 
Thus we have the following assertion. 
Theorem 3.5 Let A be a matrix of UJ-periodic measures, let the hypotheses 
(Hi) and (H2) be satisfied and let (3.6) hold. Then for a given uj-periodic free 
term f G Lioc\toyoo) there exists xo G M
n such that the corresponding solution 
x of the Cauchy problem (1.1) is UJ-periodic if and only if the condition (3.7) is 
satisfied. 
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Remark 3.6 Let us notice that the condition (3.6) is satisfied if the assump-
tions of one of the assertions (i) from Corollaries 2.7, 2.9, 2.12 or 2.14 are 
satisfied. 
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